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Teslas Lifestyle Kits

Without prejudice the data in this manual is for educational purposes only.

In today’s world, we 
are surrounded by 
and bombarded with 
all kinds of energy. 
It is amazing that we 
withstand the onslaught 
on our cells from high-
tension power lines, 
wireless transmissions, 
microwaves, phone 
towers, 5G, and other 
e l e c t r o m a g n e t i c 
frequencies, combined 
with the Earth’s energies 
in different places.

People are constantly 
searching for a safe 
haven where they can 
find peace from this 
onslaught, even for a 
short period each day. 
But often the atmosphere 
they try to create eludes 
them. 

Many people are 
strongly aware that 
something is not quite 
right; they can feel it but 
they can never put their 
finger on it because it’s 

invisible. They know 
energy is affecting their 
health and thought 
patterns but don’t know 
what to do about it, if 
anything at all.

Tesla’s Technologies 
helps to address these 
issues in our lives. 
Using their proprietary 
technology, a number 
of different plates and 
technologies can be used 
to counter the effects of 
each kind of energy. 

Do you have a health issue that won’t go away? 
Are you around technology all day?

Could Electro-Magnetic pollution be the reason?
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Looking for somewhere to start your 
energetic upgrade? The Teslas Bare 
Essential Kit is designed to do exactly 
that.

1. First with the Teslas Pendant to 
enhance your bio-energetic field, 
supporting your bodies energetic 
needs.

2. Second with the Teslas Phone 
Tags to negate the effects of the 
microwaves and Blue-tooth so they 
can pass through you and not leave 
any residue.

3. Thirdly with the Teslas Pocket Plate 
that increases the harmonic field 
around you as well as being used for 
number of energetic purposes.

Each shape reflects how the energy 
of the Teslas Pendant is applied to 
the person, therefore it is important 
to choose which shape resonates 
with you the best. 

We have found that if people choose 
the pendant based on what the shape 
does or colour, rather than the one 
that resonates with them, they tend 
to take the pendant off and not wear 
it.

After wearing the Teslas Pendant 
for 48 hours it becomes part of your 
personal energy pattern. For this 
reason it should never be worn by 
another person.
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• Teslas Round pendants: In ancient 
times the symbol of the circle was 
used to describe the meaning of life 
as it has no beginning and no ending, 
it just is. The Teslas Round Pendant 
embraces this concept and brings an  
energy wholeness to ones life.

• Teslas 14 Sided Pendants assists more 
with the energy of the nervous system 
for people who have more tension 
and stress in their lives.

• Teslas 8 Sided pendant assists people 
who spend large amounts of their 
time in chaotic energy fields, like in 

front of computers, hospitals, pilots in 
the air, train drivers, electricians etc.

• Teslas Oval pendants help to assist 
those people who are on a journey of 
personal growth.

• Teslas 10 Sided pendants are for 
those people who are on a mission in 
life and who need a boost to make it 
happen.

• Yin Yang pendants add another 
level of balance to round or 14 sided 
pendants, for people who are looking 
to support the male and female 
energies.
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It builds on the Teslas Bare Essential 
Kit and adds the Teslas Small Oyster 
Plate and the Electron Stabiliser.

The Teslas Small Oyster influences 
an area of approximately 1 acre. It 
produces a bubble of energy which 
helps counteract Geopathic Stress 6 
stories up and 6 stories down. 

This is particularly important when 
it comes to 5G. It produces a specific 
energy (non-Hertzian) that makes the 
frequencies from M/Phone towers 
(Microwave), Satellites, Radar, 
5G and high voltage power lines 
bio-compatible. 

The Teslas Electron Stabiliser is 
designed to lift the oppressive weight 
that electrically sensitive people feel 
when exposed to EMR and EMFs.

Many people do not realize that the 
homes we live and the places we work 
in, are like cages of electrical energy. 

This AC electrical energy that we 
rely on, by its nature, is chaotic to 
the membranes of our cells, causing 
electrical disruptions to the way our 
cells function.

The Electron Stabiliser turns that 
chaotic energy back into a coherant 
field of energy.

The Teslas Essential Kit takes care of the main ares in your 
life that are in need of energy balance.
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It builds on the Teslas Essential Kit 
and adds the Teslas Car Plate and the 
Water Kit.

The Teslas Car/Travel Plate, was 
developed to place a specific energy into 
the wiring of your car thereby  helping  
to  calm  the  bio-energetic system  of 
both the driver and passengers. It also 
helps with other forms of transport 
including planes and trains.

The Teslas Water Kit once placed on 

your water pipe alters the electrical 
ionisation of the molecules from a 
majority of positive ions to a majority 
of negative ions. Water becomes soft, 
which gives water-increased solubility 
and thereby allows more oxygen to be 
carried in the water. The body’s cells 
absorb this water much easier, this water 
penetrates the soil easier thereby helping 
the environment. The water is energized 
and makes showering/bathing a joy. 

The Teslas Essential House Kit takes care of the main areas 
in your life that are in need of energy balancing including 

your Car and Water.
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For Apartment Living
In Apartment Living it is sometimes hard to be able to access the main 
water pipe coming in. For this reason we have swapped the Teslas Water 
Kit out for the Portable version that has two smaller Water Kits that 
can be placed directly on the tap that is being used.
Most people place one on their shower and the other one on the tap that 
they drink from most of the time.
It works exactly the same way as the larger Teslas Water Kit.
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It builds on the Teslas 
House Kit and adds the 
Teslas Elite Oyster Plate 
and the Smart Meter 
Plate.

The Teslas Elite Large 
Oyster Plate influences 
an area of approximately 
30 acre  and is especially 
designed to be used on 
large properties or high 
rise buildings. Great for the 
neighbourhood. It produces 
a bubble of energy which 
helps counteract Geopathic 
Stress 18 stories up and 
18 stories down. This is 

particularly important 
when it comes to 5G. It 
produces a specific energy 
(non-Hertzian) that makes 
the frequencies from M/
Phone towers (Microwave), 
Satellites, Radar, 5G and 
high voltage power lines 
bio-compatible. 

Smart Meters
The current medical 
literature raises credible 
questions about genetic and 
cellular effects, hormonal, 
blood brain barrier damage, 
and increased risks of 
certain types of cancers 

from RF and ELF levels 
similar to those emitted by 
‘smart meters’. Children 
are placed at particular risk.

Solution
Thankfully we have the 
Teslas Smart Meter Plate. 
Once this plate is placed 
on top of the Smart Meter 
concave side down, it 
negates the negative effects 
caused by smart meters. 
This helps for the people 
living and working around 
smart meters.  

The Teslas Essential Elite House Kit takes care of a larger area 
helping the neighbourhood. 
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With 3 phase power two Electron 
Stabiliser’s are required, one for phase 
1 and one for phase 3.

How safe is your Tablet and 
Laptop?

After much research and testing, the 
Tablet/Laptop Tag Set (TLTS) has 
been developed for Tablets and Laptops. 

This new Tablet/Laptop tag set is a 
very powerful answer to the many 
devices that people are using. These 

devices are generating Electro Magnetic 
Frequencies (EMF) that are causing our 
DNA to break down. 

This has been proved by seeing the DNA 
generate heat shock proteins due to the 
damage that is being caused by EMFs. 
Electromagnetic (EM) and Microwave 
fields emanating from the bluetooth and 
Wi-Fi antennas of Tablets and Laptops 
are believed to cause bio-energy effects 
to the DNA when they are in use.

The Teslas Essential Elite Business Kit supports businesses 
that have 3 phase power and a Laptop
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 Hybrid & Electric Cars: 
Electromagnetic Radiation Risks
Hybrid and electric cars may be cancer-
causing as they emit extremely low 
frequency (ELF) electromagnetic fields 
(EMF). Recent studies of the EMF 
emitted by these automobiles have 
claimed that they pose a cancer risk for 
the vehicles’ occupants.

Unfortunately, much of the research 
conducted on this issue has been 
industry-funded by companies with 
vested interests on one side of the issue 
or the other which makes it difficult to 
know which studies are trustworthy.

In the electric vehicles (EVs), children 
can sit on the batteries in a safety seat 
installed in the rear seats. Owing to 
their smaller physical dimensions, 
their heads, generally, are closer to the 
underfloor electrical systems where the 
magnetic field (MF) exposure is the 
greatest.

“EMFs in a car in motion with brakes 
applied + ABS activation may well 
exceed 100 mG. Adding RF radiation 
from blue tooth, Wi Fi, the cell phones 
of the passengers, the 4G antennas laid 
out all along the major roads plus the 
radars of cars already equipped with, 
located behind, left or right of a vehicle, 
the total EMF and EMR fields will 
exceed any limits humans can tolerate 
over a long period of time.”

The Teslas Hybrid Kit addresses the 
above problems by having the Car Plate 
in the front and the two Smart Battery 
Plates in the back, placed concave side 
down on the two batteries found in most 
Hybrid cars.
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The Teslas Teenager Kit is specifically 
designed to reduce the effects of mobile 
phone use. (Which is out of control in 
todays world.) Teenage brains are much 
more susceptible to the microwave 
frequencies than adults.

The Teenage Pendant is specifically 
shaped to support their bodies level 
of energy and frequency against the 
assaults of electro-magnetic pollution.

Teslas Children’s Pendant support the most vulnerable people on the earth to 
electro-magnetic pollution, our children. Many parents have noticed a significant 
change for the better, in their children, after they have started wearing their 
Teslas Pendant.
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Pets and Inflammation
Our pets are being effected by all the 
Electro Magnetic Frequencies and are 
exhibiting the disease that are caused by 
inflammation from EMFs.

Because we care, we have a specific range 
of Teslas products just for our pets. 
Many people have asked for these over 
the years and now we have them.

After 24 hours the Teslas Animal 
Pendant will have adapted to their 
energy matrix and should then not be 
worn by other pets.

The Teslas Animal Pendant was 
specifically designed to be worn on the 
collar and has a unique tie cable. During 
the proprietary manufacturing process 
the vibrational signature of the metal 
(Titanium) has been varied so that it 

acts as a transceiver of specific photons 
(packets of light/energy).

This product then has the effect of 
strengthening your pets energy field, 
thus helping to alleviate the  bio-energy 
effects of some man-made EMF/EMR. 
The process is similar to an antidote, 
which transforms a poison to neutral 
and educates the body to resist the 
poison next time. Testing has been done 
on a variety of pets after they have worn 
the Pendant in the correct position for 
24 hours with great results.

The proprietary treated metal in the 
Teslas Animal Pendant is not affected by 
any chemicals (body acids or chemicals 
in water etc.), so bathing or swimming 
with the Pendant on is recommended.
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Teslas Lifestyle Kits
Teen Kit

1x Teen Pendant $  70 
2x Phone Tags $120

Sub Total $190
Save $  10

Total $180

Bare Essential Kit
1x Adult Pendant $  95 
2x Phone Tags $120
1x Pocket Plate $115

Sub Total $330
Save $  15

Total $315
Essential Kit

1x Adult Pendant $    95 
2x Phone Tags $  120
1x Pocket Plate $  115
1x Small Oyster Plate $  535
1x Electron Stabiliser $  560

Sub Total $1425
Save $  285

Total $1140

Town Kit
2x Adult Pendant $  190 
4x Phone Tags $  240
1x Pocket Plate $  115
1x Small Oyster Plate $  535
1x Electron Stabiliser $  560
2x Small Water Kits $  355

Sub Total $1995
Save $  400

Total $1595

Small Oyster House Kit
2x Adult Pendant $  190 
4x Phone Tags $  240
1x Pocket Plate $  115
1x Small Oyster Plate $  535
1x Electron Stabiliser $  560
1x Water Kit $  275
1x Car Plate $ 415

Sub Total $2330
Save $  465

Total $1865

Large Oyster House Kit
2x Adult Pendant $  190 
4x Phone Tags $  240
1x Pocket Plate $  115
1x Large Oyster Plate $ 1030
1x Electron Stabiliser $  560
1x Water Kit $  275
1x Car Plate $ 415

Sub Total $2825
Save $  565

Total $2260

Elite House Kit
2x Adult Pendant $   190 
4x Phone Tags $   240
1x Pocket Plate $   115
1x Large Oyster Plate $ 1030
1x Electron Stabiliser $   560
1x Water Kit $  275
1x Car Plate $  415
1x Small Octaganal Plate $  135

Sub Total $2960
Save $  590

Total $2370

Elite Business Kit
2x Adult Pendant $  190 
4x Phone Tags $  240
1x Pocket Plate $  115
1x Large Oyster Plate $1030
2x Electron Stabiliser $1120
1x Water Kit $  275
1x Car Plate $  415
1x Small Octaganal Plate $  135
1x Laptop Tag Set $ 195

Sub Total $3715
Save $  740

Total $2975

Hybrid Car Kit
2x Small Octaganal Plate $ 270 
1x Car Plate $415

Sub Total $685
Save $  68

Total $617

To Order Contact:To Order or for any further questions or 
advice please contact:

Wendy at Vital Vibrations 
M.0415 555 020


